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in and passes brilliantly. There is the dunce, anxious-looking,
dreading the exam ; he comes out sad, he has made a mess of it and
may probably fail. There is the fellow who does not care a rap what
happens so long as he just scrapes through. There are hundreds of
different kinds and I amuse myself observing them, Eton is just a
little world and it prepares you for the world outside. All the
troubles, cares and joys of after-life are met at Eton, and as these
come you feel that the world must be cold and sorrow-bearing,
and not made for pleasure. ..."
My own experience of work, whether with governesses,
French or German, or at school, was an intolerable tedium.
I could not interest myself in history, which seemed a mere
enumeration of dates and wars. I hated my drawing lessons
and never could draw a step-ladder in perspective; also I
loathed all games and the noise the girls made playing them.
There seemed to me only one pleasant interval during the day
and that was Chapel. It was a very lovely Chapel. The altar
glistened with gold and there were masses of candles which a
nun lit one by one with a long taper just before the Angelus.
There were also flowers on the altar, real ones; and Mfere
Clothilde played the organ in the gallery where we sat, whilst
the evening sun streamed through the window behind us
on to our veiled heads. The singing of the nuns was my idea
of Heaven. Throughout the day I looked forward to the
moment of the Angelus, and it seemed all too short. I should
have liked to spend hours in Chapel. I loved High Mass
and the unexpected ritual of Feast days.
There was one day in the year when we all filed by the High
Altar and kissed a crucifix inset with a relic of the Holy Cross.
This I approached with an emotion that was almost an ecstasy,
no shadow of a doubt disturbed my blind, unquestioning
belief.
Of these and many other things in my new life I wrote to
Shane. My Mother Superior, a most exquisite person of
tradition and breeding, who wore her purple dress and white
veil with the dignity of a coronation robe, told me one day:
" I do not know your cousin, but I like his letters. I pray
that you and he may some day become good Catholics,1*
I think she imagined that our marriage, French-like, was
pre-arranged. Pre-arranged it certainly was not—nor pre-

